CochranTraining

Cochran’s small classes and closer personal attention deliver an unbeatable 93% TRAINING PASS RATE on
BOAS courses. Meanwhile, the flexibility to deliver boiler training anywhere you require, can minimise the time
crucial personnel spend off your premises and allows us to tailor the course to your boilerhouse and site.

BOAS Cat 2

£1525+VAT Per Person

BOMSA

£395+VAT Per Person

Five Day ‘Boiler Operation Accreditation Scheme’ (BOAS) Cat 2
Steam Course, held at the Cochran Training Centre.

One Day ‘Boiler Operation, Maintenance & Safety Awareness’
(BOMSA), held in the Midlands (June), Scotland (September) and
Northern England (October).

Developed in association with the Combustion Engineering
Association, these courses are designed to provide extensive
knowledge of current legislative and environmental requirements.

Available in one day, two day or hotel-based formats. Primarily for Boiler
Operators, Maintenance Staff, Plant Technicians, Health & Safety
personnel and Engineers. This is an intensive course designed to
provide a thorough grounding in the everyday operation and
maintenance of boilers, burners and boiler auxiliary equipment. The
course also covers all relevant Health & Safety issues, fault identification
and emergency situations, as well as essential daily and weekly routines,
boiler valves and fittings, water treatment and combustion issues. The
ultimate aim of the course is to make sure that the plant can be
operated safely, efficiently and economically. Depending on the course
length selected, the trainer will have time to go into more or less detail.
If you choose to have the course on your site, it will be tailored to your
company. Courses held on your site or at our training centre will also
include a hands-on element.

A Cochran course consists of a full programme of lectures, followed
by an examination. Depending on the course, upon passing
delegates will become a ‘Certified Industrial Boiler Operative’ (Cert
IBO) or Management (Dip BOM) qualified and may use these
designations after their name.
To ensure this important accreditation doesn’t lapse, it is essential to
book your re-accreditation training before your qualification period
expires.

n Monday 23 to Friday 27 April 2018.
n Monday 2 to Friday 6 July 2018.

n Wednesday 27 June 2018 held at Kenilworth, CV8 1TH.

n Tuesday 4 September 2018 held at Livingston, EH54 6QB.
n Tuesday 2 October 2018 held at Wetherby, LS22 5HE.

Call 01461 202 111 to book your
Cochran Training.
CEA 2018 Technical Boilerhouse Risk Assessment Conference Dates
Cochran will be attending all three of the Combustion
Engineering Association’s (TBRA) conferences this year.
We encourage everyone involved in the operation or
management of industrial boilers to attend one of the events
if possible; particularly as the new MCPD regulations are
coming into force, which could present a minefield for the
under-informed boilerhouse team.
The events each follow a standard format; with days one and two
centred on TBRA and day three concentrating on MCPD. The new
BG04 standard and I-GAS are also being covered during the
workshops.

April 24, 25, 26 2018 at Crewe Hall, Cheshire:
In the past this venue has proved ideal as an easily accessible
location for boiler operators in the North West.
September 25, 26, 27 2018 at Cheltenham Chase Hotel:
Ideal for delegates from the South West and Southern Wales.
September 4, 5, 6 2018 at Tankersley Manor, Sheffield:
Ideal for delegates from the East Midlands, North East and
Northern England.

To book your conference place simply call the
Combustion Engineering Association on 01740 625 538.
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Welcome

This is the sixth issue of Cochran’s company magazine, ‘Energy’. I’m
pleased to see that it is full of authoritative articles and case studies that
I’m sure you’ll find both interesting and informative.
In this edition of Energy magazine we start with a feature
highlighting our leading-edge boiler management systems,
‘Synergy’ and its new sister, ‘Eclipse’.
Based around a premium quality high resolution touchscreen,
Synergy is very much the ‘Rolls-Royce’ boiler management
option, providing impressive remote operation capabilities
and a mind boggling array of stats for the expert operator of
a complex system.
Drawing on the key features of Synergy, Eclipse has been
developed to meet the day-to-day requirements of most
boilerhouses. Like Synergy, it offers impressive connectivity and
future-proof expandability and it still provides ALL the key
information of its big brother, but in a streamlined ‘push
button’ interface ideal for general boilerhouse use.
The stringent new MCPD emissions legislation is something
that’s causing real consternation in the industry. I’m pleased to
see our Technical Team have put together an informative article
that explains in simple terms exactly what the new lower limits
on NOx and other key pollutants will be for new plant at various
outputs. However, it is important to note that under MCPD,
even if you are operating existing plant, there are also some
tough limits coming into force over the next few years... Limits
that our Aftermarket Sales Team will usually be able to meet
for you without the need for an entirely new boilerhouse setup.
Next, we include a case study on Begg & Co, the famous
Scottish manufacturer of some of the world’s finest cashmere
clothing and blankets: I was surprised to read that they’ve been
in business even longer than Cochran! Of course you don’t stay
on top for more than 150 years without making good business
decisions, and when it came to replacing their trusted old Wee
Chieftain with a substantially larger capacity boiler to feed their
ongoing expansion, they thought long and hard... And then
bought ANOTHER, more powerful Wee Chieftain!
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After last issue’s profile of our craftsman Platers, this time we
don our goggles to shine the spotlight on Cochran’s highly
skilled Welders as they join the raw elements of our boilers
together. You might assume ‘welding’ is just a case of firing up
a blow torch and getting on with it, but in fact the expert team
uses FIVE completely different specialist welding processes,
each of which suits specific applications.
This issue of Energy also covers our excellent Boiler Hire
operation. Hiring is a great way to avoid the high capital costs
of buying a new boiler during a business startup, to cover a
catastrophic breakdown, or simply to meet a short term peak
in demand for steam or hot water... I also like to think of it as
the ultimate ‘try before you buy’ opportunity, with all that you
need for rapid plug ‘n’ play installation and operation arriving
in a neat, fully containerised package. The Hire team can also
provide operator training to ensure maximum operational
efficiency, and will even embed our own, highly experienced
operators at your site, if required.
We round off the features with a profile of our work for
Greenergy, over in Middlesbrough. They called Cochran in
recently when their steam boiler failed its annual inspection.
Discussions initially centred on replacement but their Thermax
was SO crucial to production that, despite a catalogue of major
issues, the refurb option was selected to achieve a speedy
return to production. The boiler was transported to Cochran,
numerous key parts were replaced and it was back in service in
half the time required to build and commission a new unit.
That’s about it from me, except to mention that, on the training
front, we’ve streamlined our ‘Operation and Maintenance’ and
‘Safety Awareness’ training into the comprehensive ‘BOMSA’
course.
Thomas P Ritchie, Group Managing Director
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SynergyBoiler Control
Synergy is Cochran’s fully-proven flagship boiler management
system. The advanced unit is based on a 24 V DC powered 10.1”
TFT 16:9, 16 million colour high resolution toughened glass
touchscreen. Substantial built-in memory capacity, with expansion
capability helps ensure Synergy is secure, reliable, expandable and
future-proof.
There are 32 x Digital Inputs and 32 x Digital Outputs, plus 12 x
Analogue Inputs, with potential to expand both inputs and
outputs. It also features 3 x independent ethernet connections,
2 x independent USB ports, an SD memory card slot and two
plug-in modules for future proof system expansion.
Comprehensive communications options include RS232/485,
Ethercat, Modbus and Modbus TCP as standard, with options for
BACnet, Profibus, Profinet, EthernetIP, Canbus (amongst others)
providing maximum connectivity and flexibility.

Status Indicators, if sensors fitted
Fire Detection
Excess Pressure
High Water
Low Water

First, Second and Third

Burner Fault
Boiler Lockout
FD Fan

Running or Tripped

Feed Pump One or Two

Running or Tripped

Oil Pump

Running or Tripped

Intermittent Bottom Blowdown
TDS Level

Boiler Component Monitoring
Integral Level Control
High Integrity Level Limiters

Touchscreen Controls
Burner Control
Feed Pump Control
Feed Pump Selection

Maximum
Control
With the launch of Cochran’s new Eclipse joining its respected Synergy system, the Company now
offers two advanced boilerhouse management systems. Each based around a simple touchscreen
interface, they combine ease of use with an extensive array of monitoring and control tools that make
efficient operation of your boiler and its ancillary equipment quick, simple and reliable.
Eclipse is the next generation of standard boiler control. The 7 inch ‘push button’ touchscreen
interface boasts a wide variety of on-screen controls, status indicators and a broad spectrum of
optional monitoring extras. All of this, with future-proof expandability too!

Gas/Oil Fuel Selection

Variable Speed Feed Pump(s) and FD Fans
BG01 Alarm Panel Interface
4-20 mA Water Level Retransmission
4-20 mA TDS Level Retransmission
High TDS Level Alarm

Timed Bottom Blowdown

Hotwell Level Control, with network feedback

TDS Level Control

On-Boiler Sequence Control of two or more boilers

Firing Rate Control

Header Pressure Sequence Control of two or more boilers

Water Level Control

Independent online and standby control setpoints for holding standby boilers at lower
set point. The multi-boiler system will intelligently bring on Boiler closest to set point.

Pressure Setpoint
30 day Historical Trending, exportable via USB, SD, network or email

Sequencing operation can be adjusted from any boiler, meaning that no
‘Master or Supervisor’ is required.

30 day Historical Alarms, exportable via USB, SD, network,
alarm notification can also be emailed when triggered

Boiler Components Monitoring, optional extras

Analogue Sensor Calibration/Scaling

Setpoint Scheduler

Remote Access and Interrogation

Gas Meter interface, Oil Meter interface, Water Meter interface, Economiser Water Inlet
and Outlet Temperature, Economiser Gas Inlet and Outlet Temperature.

Synergy can be utilised as a secure VPN Tunnel Gateway via Corvina Cloud,
providing remote access to all equipment within the selected Subnet and
making it ideal for remote monitoring, diagnostics and maintenance.
The screen can also be shared locally using either Windows’ Remote
Desktop or VNC.
Synergy has a full OPC UA server and client built-in, providing easy
two way access to the plant’s SCADA systems and IOT Cloud
systems.
A web server is built into the unit, enabling each screen to be
accessed as an HTML5 web page.
Finally and importantly, the entire system is based on a secure,
robust Linux OS and Real Time Kernel software, making it
immune to MS Windows-based virus and security attacks.

Very much Cochran’s flagship system, Synergy offers an even more comprehensive package of
controls, status indicators and monitoring as standard. Based around a high resolution toughened
glass 10.1 inch touchscreen with maximum expandability, Synergy also offers extensive remote
operation capability.
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Maximum Control

...are YOU compliant?
...FULLY MCPD-Compliant:
ST28 Steam Boiler 1,000-6,000 kg/hr.

...FULLY MCPD-Compliant:
ST37 Steam Boiler 7,000-24,000 kg/hr.

...FULLY MCPD-Compliant:
HW29 Hot Water Boiler 450-4,100 kW.

...FULLY MCPD-Compliant:
HW34 Hot Water Boiler 5,000-16,000 kW.

EclipseBoiler Control
Developed as a sister system to the advanced Synergy unit, the new
Eclipse system is based on a 24 V DC powered 7” TFT 16:9, 64k
colour touchscreen, with one ethernet connection and a USB port.

Status Indicators, if sensors fitted
Fire Detection
Excess Pressure

There are 16 x Digital Inputs and 14 X Digital Outputs, plus 4 x
Analogue Inputs and 4 x Analogue Outputs, with potential to
expand both inputs and outputs. Substantial built-in memory, with
expansion capability, helps to ensure Eclipse is secure, reliable,
expandable and future-proof.

High Water

Comms are based on an industrial Ethernet backbone, with
a standard interface comprising RS232/485 and Modbus
TCP/Profinet, with optional BACnet, Modbus Serial etc.

Feed Pump One or Two

Touchscreen Controls

Low Water

First, Second and Third

Burner Fault
Boiler Lockout
FD Fan
Oil Pump
Intermittent Bottom Blowdown

...Upgrading Existing Plant:

Boiler Component Monitoring
Standard Integrity Level

Burner Control

Hotwell Level Control with network feedback

Feed Pump Control

On-boiler Lead/Lag Control of two or more boilers

Control and Limiters

Feed Pump Selection
Fuel Selection
Timed Bottom Blowdown
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Boiler Components Monitoring, optional extras
Header Pressure Lead/Lag Control of two or more boilers, High Integrity Level Limiters,
Variable Speed FD Fan, Variable Speed Feed Pump(s), BG01 Alarm Panel Interface,
Economiser Water Inlet and Outlet Temperature, Economiser Gas Inlet and Outlet
Temperature, 4-20 mA Water Level Retransmission, 4-20 mA TDS Level Retransmission,
High TDS Level alarm, other boilerhouse component monitors.

Cochran is also your ideal partner for ensuring your
existing plant meets the new MCPD standards.
Supported by our nationwide service team, we utilise
leading-edge Cochran combustion and control
products to deliver the emissions standards you’re
legally required to achieve.
Newbie Works, Annan, Dumfries & Galloway, UK DG12 5QU.

+44(0) 1461 202 111 www.cochran.co.uk

Emission Limit Values

In the Spring 2016 issue of this magazine we forewarned you about new emissions legislation which will apply
to all combustion plant with a net Rated Thermal Input (RTI) between 1 and 50 MW. The legislation is called
the Medium Combustion Plant Directive (MCPD) and it complements the Large Combustion Plant
legislation, which covers plant above 50 MW. MCPD will apply to almost all industrial boilers, as well as
engines. It has now been transposed into UK law and, from December 2018, all new plant falling under
its remit must be registered and comply with published Emission Limit Values (ELVs).

The MCPD is
almost here... But
you still have time
to prepare!

Gaseous Fuels

Liquid Fuels

New Boiler Plant
Fuel

Net RTI

Natural Gas

Plant

As a plant operator your obligations will be to:
Register By

Comply By

New

21/12/2018

21/12/2018

Existing ≥5 MW net RTI

01/01/2024

01/01/2025

Existing ≥1 and <5 MW net RTI

01/01/2029

01/01/2030

Limits are imposed on NOx, SOx and particulate emissions, with
different limits for different fuels. CO must also be measured and
reported, although there are no legal limits (yet!). For most new
boiler plant operating after December 2018, NOx are the key
emissions on Natural Gas and Gas Oil (Diesel).
Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
At present the requirements for monitoring are still to be finalised
but the results have to be published and made available for public
scrutiny. The possible approaches under consideration are:
n Clear message that robust methodology is required for
generating data to demonstrate compliance with ELVs.

n Suggest MCERTS for complex installations e.g. units >20 MW
(but not natural gas or light oil fired) and for all biomass and
process gases (where dust must be measured)
n Less stringent requirements for gas and oil plant and carbon
monoxide emissions.

n Periodic measurements will be required at least:
n Plants >20 MW net RTI: On registration, then annually.
n Plants <20 MW net RTI: On registration, then every three years.
n Measurements will only be required for pollutants which have
an emission limit value laid down, and CO for all plants.

It is reckoned there are around 30,000 plants currently operating
in the UK that will eventually fall under this legislation. The ELVs
are less onerous for existing plant and depend on the input rating
of the plant and the fuel they use.
Aggregation

n Record information about plant operation.

n Keep a record proving the effective continuous operation
of secondary abatement.

Reporting is annual for plant above 20 MW, whereas it is only every
three years for plant below 20 MW. In a new plant, three 7 MW
boilers will be aggregated to 21 MW, which requires annual
monitoring and reporting. However, an existing plant with three
7 MW boilers will NOT be aggregated and will only need to report
every three years.

n Assist regulators during inspections to ensure compliance
with the MCPD.

In other words, if you install plant and make it operational BEFORE
20 December 2018, you will have a less onerous, and possibly less
expensive, life under MCPD. If the plant is completed and
operational close to the deadline, we recommend that you keep
records to demonstrate that.
What if I upgrade existing plant?
If you upgrade your plant after December 2018 e.g. by fitting a
new gas burner and economiser, is it existing or new plant? At the
moment that is still under discussion. The 50% cost rule may be
applied i.e. if the refurbishment or repair work costs more than
50% of a new unit, it may be classed as new. It should also be
noted that in areas designated by the local authority as low air
quality zones, tighter emissions may be applied than the
legislation dictates.

Call us on 01461 202 111 or email info@cochran.co.uk
energy magazine

n Take measures to ensure noncompliance is kept to a
minimum.

n Report upgrades to plant which affect applicable ELVs.

n Keep periods of start-up or shut-down as short as possible.
In England the Competent Authority managing the legislation
will be the Environment Agency (EA) and Wales will follow suit.
Registration methods and measurement techniques have yet
to be decided, as has the issue of mobile plant. What is certain
is that the costs of the EA administration will be borne by the
polluters through fees for registration, testing etc. The EA are
scheduled to produce further guidance and finalise charges
in summer 2018. Scotland and Northern Ireland will have their
own legislation.
As more definitive information becomes available, we will
publicise it on our website. We also strongly recommend
that people engage with trade bodies such as the
Combustion Engineering Association (CEA) and Industrial
and Commercial Energy Association (ICOM), who are
representing the industry to the EA.
In preparation, we have been redesigning our range of boilers
and burners to ensure that all new installations will
comfortably comply with the legislation utilising our standard
designs.
Cochran can also assist you by undertaking burner and plant
upgrades to bring existing plant into line with the new
legislation, without the cost of a brand new installation. Of
course our aftermarket team can service, tune and monitor
your plant to ensure you are keeping up-to-date.

SO2

Biogas

200

100

Low CV Coke Ovens

200

400

Low CV Blast Furnaces

200

200

Other Gases

200

35

Gas Oil

200

Dust

Other Liquid Fuels

1-5 MW
≥5 MW

300

350

20

Wood

1-5 MW

500

N/A

50

5-20 MW

300

N/A

30

≥20 MW

300

N/A

20

1-5 MW

500

200

50

5-20 MW

300

200

30

Other Solid Fuels

n Ensure plant meets ELVs and monitor regularly.

Another key difference between new and existing plant is
aggregation. New plant will be aggregated whereas existing plant
will not, which could impact on monitoring and reporting.

Check with Cochran’s experts to see if you can make your existing
plant comply with MCPD through burner and plant upgrades.
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n Register/obtain a permit for plant as required.

NOx
100

Other Solid Biomass

Compliance Timetable:

Solid Fuels

300

350

50

≥20 MW

300

200

20

1-5 MW

500

500

50

5-20 MW

300

400

30

≥20 MW

300

400

20

Existing Boiler Plant: Net RTI ≥1 and <5 MW
Category

NOx

SO2

Dust

Natural Gas

250

Low CV Coke Ovens

400

200

Other Gases

250

200

Gas Oil

200

Other Liquid Fuels

650

350

50

Wood

650

N/A

50

Straw

650

300

50

Other Solid Biomass

650

200

50

Other Solid Fuels

650

400

50

Existing Boiler Plant: Net RTI ≥5 and <50 MW
Category

Net RTI

Natural Gas

NOx

SO2

200

Biogas

170

35

Low CV Coke Ovens

400

35

Low CV Blast Furnaces

200

35

Other Gases

250

35

Gas Oil

200

Heavy Fuel Oil

Dust

5-20 MW
(until 01/01/30)

650

850

20

1-5 MW

650

350

50

≥5 MW

650

350

20

Wood

650

N/A

30

Straw

650

300

30

Other Solid Biomass

650

200

30

Other Liquid Fuels

Other Solid Fuels

1-5 MW

650

1100

20

5-20 MW

650

400

50

≥20 MW

650

400

20

All ELVs are defined at 273.15°K, 101.3 kPa, after correction for the water
vapour content of the waste gases and a standardised O2 content of: 6%
for plants using solid fuels, 3% for plants using liquid and gaseous fuels
(except engines and gas turbines) and 15% for engines and gas turbines.
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BEGG & CO
Established even longer than Cochran, Begg & Co is another much-loved Scottish brand whose
name has become a byword for quality. The Company has been making the finest cashmere,
silk and lambswool angora scarves, stoles and blankets in tartans and paisleys in Ayr since 1866.
With the continuing expansion of their business, Begg & Co
needed to upgrade their provision of steam and hot water.

Introduction
As a traditional weaver, Begg & Co utilise large volumes
of steam and hot water in their dyeing and production
processes. Riding high on the global popularity of
premium quality British brands, the Company has seen a
sustained expansion of their markets.
This growth is reflected in a need to substantially increase
production capability at the Ayr factory. The existing Wee
Chieftain boiler, which had operated successfully since
1982, was no longer capable of generating sufficient
volumes to meet the site’s current demand for steam and
hot water. With the planned expansion, installation of a
new boiler became essential.

Payback

Cochran
With the Company’s Wee Chieftain having such a
great track record at Begg & Co, as well as our long
standing reputation as THE boilermaker and our
unrivalled service and breakdown support, Cochran
were the obvious choice for the upgrade.
Needless to say, it was essential that the new
equipment was capable of meeting current
needs as well as the requirements of all the new
weaving and dyeing operations... But the
customer was looking for operational
savings too.

At £105k, the project represented a substantial
investment for Begg & Co. Nevertheless, the new high
capacity boiler enables the business to operate all its
machinery at the same time, enabling a substantial
increase in manufacturing capability and revenues for
the business.
In addition, the new Wee Chieftain is fully automated,
reducing operator costs AND is even MORE reliable than
the old unit, helping to ensure that profits flow
continuously from Begg & Co’s looms without costly
breaks in production emanating from the boilerhouse.

The new Cochran Wee Chieftain installed at Ayr.

Cochran’s solution was the installation of
a new Wee Chieftain with an increased
capacity of 4,500 kg/hour, coupled with a
special economiser; all built to meet the
specification of BG01 Arrangement 3.
Now fitted to Cochran boilers almost as a
matter of course, an economiser unit
scavenges ‘waste’ energy from boiler
exhaust gases to preheat the boiler’s
feedwater, significantly increasing overall
efficiency and cutting operating costs.
In this case, inclusion of the compact unit
resulted in a gain of 5% in efficiency,
meaning the new boiler is now operating
at more than 94% efficiency.
9
9
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Manufacturing Spotlight
Welding expertise
Welders are highly skilled craftsmen who join together the various assembled
components which make up our world-renowned products using a variety of specialist
techniques. When Cochran was founded, way back in 1878, our boilers were held together
using the hot riveting process; today a comprehensive range of specialist techniques are
utilised to manufacture our famous boilers. Cochran’s highly trained welders are involved
in every stage of component fabrication. Each welder is tested and fully qualified to the
stringent standards demanded by the various international codes; ensuring a Cochran weld
measures up to every global quality and safety standard.
Weld Testing

Welding at Cochran

Every weld completed on the pressure parts of our extensive
product range are subjected to comprehensive non-destructive
testing in line with the applicable code standard.

Some welds are produced using just one process, whereas
others utilise up to three. The processes used by Cochran
welders are Submerged Arc Welding (known as Sub Arc Welding
or SAW), Flux Core (FC), Metal Core (MC), Tungsten Inert Gas
(TIG) and Metal Inert Gas (MIG).

This testing comprises visual inspection of EVERY weld at EVERY
stage by our in-house Quality Team, as well as by an independent
third party Insurance Inspector. X-ray, Ultrasonic and Magnetic
Particle Inspection (MPI) are also undertaken during manufacture.
Finally, to ensure full traceability, EVERY weld undertaken is
recorded as part of our comprehensive Boiler Quality Plan.

Maintaining Maximum Quality
A well-established programme of ongoing welder training and
testing, ensures the quality of welds produced exceed the high
standards the various codes demand.

Step One
This picture shows a boiler shell in the process of
being welded using Sub Arc Welding.
As the description suggests, in Sub Arc Welding
the weld is produced under a protective layer of
flux, which prevents corrosion.
Subsequent additional weld runs are then applied
until the weld is completed.

Step Two
Here we see the completed Sub Arc weld.
The Sub Arc technique produces a very strong
weld, which also has a very good visual profile.
These desireable characteristics are the reason
this process is used as much as possible during
the manufacture of Cochran products.

In addition, every item from the Company’s extensive range of
welding equipment, as well as the associated consumables, have
been specially selected to optimise our ability to produce welds
of the very highest quality.
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Step Three
This shows a completed furnace assembly for one
of Cochran’s new ST37 boilers.
A combination of three processes are used to
produce the welds in a furnace, these are:
O Metal Core: Selected to ensure maximum
weld penetration through the joint.
O Flux Core: Utilised to produce the internal fillet
welds.
O Sub Arc: This excellent process is used to
produce all the main external welds.
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Cochran Expertise... Welding

Step Four

Step Seven

This image shows the extensive range of
attachments that are welded to the shell of the
boiler.

This shows the Tungsten Inert Gas welding, or
TIG, has been utilised to attach the return bends
on an Economiser.

These standpipe and access points are welded
into the shell to allow water in, steam out and
access for inspection.

Now fitted as a matter of course to almost every
new Cochran boiler, an economiser is used to
extract valuable heat from the boiler’s exhaust
gases before they escape up the chimney.

Flux Core is the welding technique used on these
joints. The photo shows the welds sprayed white
to facilitate effective visual inspection. Each weld
has also undergone an MPI inspection to check
for any surface cracks.

This ‘free’ source of heat increases the temperature
of the boiler feedwater, thus reducing running
costs.

Step Five

Step Eight

Once the boiler has been assembled, it is turned
to an upright position.

In this picture, a door for a small HW29 boiler
is in the process of fabrication.

Experience has shown that this is by far the most
effective way to complete the numerous
additional welds on the pressure parts.

It is being welded on an assembly table using
the Metal Inert Gas process, better known as
MIG welding.

The boiler on the right is in the process of having
its furnace mouth welded with Flux Core.
Meanwhile, the boiler on the left is having its
main tube plate joined to the shell using Sub Arc.

Step Six

Step Nine

This shows the rear view of an ST37 boiler with all
the pressure welds now completed and fully
inspected.

Upon completion of the all-important Hydrostatic
pressure test, the boiler is fitted to its base frame.

Three separate welding processes were used,
each one selected for its suitability for a specific
welding application during construction.

The casings are then welded to each end of the
boiler using the MIG process. The primary function
of the casings is to transfer the heated gases back
into the boiler core via the third pass tubes.
However, these casings also feature access doors
that facilitate easy inspection of the boiler tubes.
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Energy for Hire

Cochran Options

n Trailer Mounted Boilers: Transported quickly and efficiently,
a mobile trailer-mounted boiler hire unit is simply unhitched
and connected for ‘instant’ energy.
n Containerised Boilers: Particularly suited to small to
medium sized applications, especially for longer term hire.
Equipment is mounted in a fully secure container that
provide a rapid plug ’n’ play solution.

n Flexible short, temporary or long term hire
and lease options to meet tidal requirements
and testing, repair and upgrade outages.

n Static Boilers: For large steam applications on long term hire,
Cochran offer a range of static steam boiler hire options.
Delivered on low loaders, they are craned into position
on-site. Temporary boilerhouses can be constructed to
accommodate them where required.

n The latest world-renowned Cochran steam
boilers in a range of capacities.

n Ancillary Equipment: All hoses and ancillary equipment is
normally provided as part of the installation. Cochran also
offers a full range of other equipment and components
often required for temporary installations.
n Water Treatment: Cochran’s specialist Water Treatment
Team advise clients on the best chemical and service regime
to deliver safe, reliable and economic operation of the
boilerhouse. We can provide and install all the equipment
specified.

Energy for Hire
There’s no getting away from it, a new industrial steam or hot water boiler installation represents a
substantial capital investment for any organisation. If your business is in its start-up phase, those costs can
be crippling. Widely used to meet peaks in demand or to provide production cover during planned
shutdowns or following a catastrophic breakdown, Boiler Hire from Cochran is the highly cost-effective
solution to quickly getting a neat package of steam and hot water on site without short term capital costs.
Cochran Hire

Plug ‘n’ Play

Cochran provides a variety of flexible options for temporary heat
and energy applications. Cochran hire solutions are built upon the
same manufacturing philosophy and robust designs that come as
standard for all our new boiler plant.

All Cochran hire units are delivered as neat fully self-contained trailermounted packages or compact containerised units comprising a
Cochran boiler, hotwell tank, water treatment, blowdown vessel and
all the chimney sections and ancillary connections required for quick
and easy installation into existing site services.

A unit hired from Cochran can provide a quick, cost-effective
solution to maintain site production for short term coverage in
support of new plant installation, ongoing maintenance, statutory
inspections, upgrade or repair outages or to cater for seasonal
load demands.
We can also provide units for extended term hire applications,
ideal for long term site project works or where capital expenditure
is unavailable. Cochran can also provide purpose built units to suit
site specific, long term requirements.
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Cochran on your Team
When provided in conjunction with other Cochran products and
services, the provision of a hire unit is fully co-ordinated with all
site activities, removing this burden from the end user. With the
largest dedicated network of Service Engineers in the UK, every
Cochran hire is also fully supported with parts and breakdown
cover as standard. In addition, unit installation and commissioning,
as well as boiler operation or operator training can be provided
to ensure you get the maximum performance from your Cochran
boiler hire.

WHY Cochran Hire?

n Operator Training: Whilst Cochran installations are
complete and ready to run, customer operators often
benefit from additional training to ensure they achieve
maximum cost efficiency and reliability from the equipment.
Cochran is a world-respected provider of on-site heat and
power equipment training.
n Embedded Staff: In many cases, hire reflects increased
workloads that may present manpower issues. Cochran can
place its own operating teams on-site to deliver the ultimate
no-worries energy solution.

n No large capital equipment expenditure.

n Rapidly commissioned trailer-mounted and
containerised solutions and long-term
high-volume static options.

n Full site installation and commissioning service
included.
n All combustion equipment, hoses and
ancillary equipment included.

n Water softening and chemical dosing
packages available as both stand-alone rentals
or as part of a comprehensive CHP package.
n On-site accredited operator training by
Cochran’s internationally respected Training
Team if required.
n Compliance with BG01 guidelines for
unmanned operation. Remote Cochran
monitoring solutions also available.

n Temporary boilerhouses installed where
required.

n Provision of pressure reducing sets, additional
pipework, blowdown vessels, fuel tanks and
chimney and/or flue sections where required.
n Full back-up support from Cochran’s national
UK service team, including 24/7 rapid repair
response and product support.

To speak to an expert about your
hire needs, please contact:

+44(0) 1461 202 111
info@cochran.co.uk
issue six
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A seriously
rapidrefurb
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When it comes to energy, Greenergy Biofuels know a thing or two about quality, efficiency and
service. That’s why, when their Thermax boiler failed a series of key NDT tests, they contracted Cochran
to examine the high pressure boiler supplying steam to their key Middlesbrough facility.
Introduction

Disconnection and Strip Down

Operating from a national network of terminals and supply sites,
Greenergy Biofuels are the UK’s leading supplier of road fuel.

Following disconnection from on-site services, the ailing boiler
was uplifted from Middlesbrough and transported the 120 miles
to Cochran’s Newbie Headquarters for repair.

The Company’s Seal Sand facility in Middlesbrough, utilises Twin
Furnace High Pressure Steam Boilers generating 17,785 kg/hr
of process steam at 21 barg.
During a recent statutory inspection, the boiler failed NDT
testing. A series of major defects were identified on the main
waterside pressure part surfaces, including the tubes and
furnaces.
Cochran is Called in
Following the verdict of the inspectors, Cochran were called in
to survey Seal Sands’ boiler and to provide recommendations
on the feasibility of either boiler repair or outright replacement.
After careful consideration of the options, the Cochran experts
prepared a comprehensive Repair Plan for approval by the client
and their third party inspectors.

1

Once the boiler was on-site, our engineers quickly got to work
removing the failed pressure parts, including the tubes, furnaces
and reversal chambers. The root cause of the series of failures
was identified as resulting from feedwater attacking the pressure
parts, highlighting the critical importance of effective water
treatment and chemical dosing regimes in boiler operation.
The next step was to manufacture and install the new furnaces
as complete units, into the boiler shells. This was accomplished
by cutting an access in the rear tubeplate. The new tubes and
reversal chambers were then installed.

2

Inspection

Pictured:

All repair procedures were checked and approved by a third
party inspectorate throughout the process. The extensive testing
process comprised multiple inspection operations, including
visual, ultrasonic, MPI and hydraulic pressure testing.

1

Greenergy’s twin furnace Thermax boiler was
disconnected from its services and inched out of its
housing canopy. It was then mounted on a low loader
to start its 120 mile cross-country journey to Cochran.

2

Extraction of the old furnaces exposes some serious
pitting and corrosion to the waterside of the furnace.

3

Both furnaces and the tube bundles were removed
from the boiler by cutting away the tube plate.

4

One of the new furnaces complete and ready for
installation into the existing Thermax shell.

5

With both furnaces now in place, the rear tube plate
cutaways are reinstated in readiness for fitting the new
tubes.

6

Refurbishment and repair work now complete,
Greenergy’s Thermax was transported back across the
Pennines and returned to service as quickly as possible.

Return to Service
Once the raft of repairs had been completed, inspected and
fully approved, the boilers were transported back across the
country to the Seal Sands facility, where they were repositioned
in the boilerhouse, reinstated and commissioned.
Costs
The clients’ pressing need for full production output meant
Greenergy were facing major cost implications every day that
their steam plant was offline.
Whilst full boiler replacement was considered, the ability to
repair the boiler and return it to service in half the time it would
take to construct and install a new build, made it undoubtedly
the most attractive solution.
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